. Vector-coupling approach to orbital and spin-dependent tableau matrix elements in the theory of complex spectra. Physical Review A, 15 (5), 1990Review A, 15 (5), -1999 The power of the Young tableau scheme for labeling a complete spin-adapted basis set in the theory of complex spectra lies in one's ability to evaluate matrix elements of irreducible tensor operators directly in terms of the tableau labels and shapes. We show that the matrix-element rules stated by Barter for one-body operators can be easily derived from simple vector-coupling considerations. The graphical method of angular momentum analysis is used to derive closed-form expressions for the matrix elements of two-body operators.
I. INTRODUCTION II. CONSTRUCTION (9).
III. EVALUATION OF ONE-BODY OPERATORS
The power of the tableau formalism lies in one' s ability to find simple expressions for matrix elements directly in terms of the tableau labels, rather than breaking them down first into linear combinations of Slater determinants via E&l. (9).
The matrix element of an N-particle spin-inde- ( 13) where (n) denotes the complete set of labels n, ', n, ', . . . , a~a nd l, and m, . are the orbital labels specified by o, E(c&, ', & 
where G"' is the graph drawn in Fig. 3 and obvious products of Kronecker 5's have been omitted. Although the central part of 6"' is irreducible, it can be expressed as the sum of two reducible parts as shown in Fig. 2 by application of rule (7.11) of Brink and Satchler to the two cross-linking lines. The second part is clearly proportional to an unlinked product of a lowering operator and a raising operator. The matrix element can therefore be written in the form ((n'); S,M,~Z(n, ', n, )&(n, ' n~) I (n)'S. M. &= SX, '-'&(n')' S.M. I~« ' nn)E(n, ' n~) I (n)'S.~. &, (25) where X"', contains the middle graph in Fig. 3 . For any combination of a raising operator and a lowering operator, X'"'~i s always reducible, and one of the two operator products is unlinked. The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (25) is multiplied by -1 because the number of interchanges required to bring the n's into alignment for an unlinked product (see Fig. 1 ) is always one less than the number for the corresponding linked product. The decomposition of the graph for X"", " into 6-j symbols yields 
In this example, the range of the raising operator E(n, ', n") lies entirely inside the range of the lowering operator E(n~, n, ) so that, unlike the previous example, the term on the right is an unlinked product of two lozeexing operators. The graphs are a minor variation on Fig. 3 , which decompose in a similar way to yield The other two possible combinations of a, lowering and a raising operator are E(n~&, n, )E(n'"n"), which is obtainable from the Hermitian conjugate of Eq. (25), and E(n'", n~)E(n, ', n, ), which is obtainable from the Hermitian conjugate of Eq. (31).
The quantity X~above has a deeper significance in terms of spin-dependent operators as shown in the followirig section. The matrix elements of the complete electron-electrori interaction are dis- 
In discussing spin-dependent operators, it is convenient to introduce a unit double tensor operator Z"(n, ', n~) which behaves like E(n, ', n~) when acting on orbital labels and like the one-electron unit spin operator s"/{ -, '(I s[l -, ') = s"M(y= +1,0) when act'ing on spin labels. The one-electron matrix elements are thus 
35)
The angular momentum coupliag graph for the matrix element of Eq. (35) is identical to that for X'"'~( the middle graph in Fig. 3 ). It follows that 2P"', =-{( ');S,M, lz( '", ). z(, ', a,)l( );s,M, ) and similarly for X~", " in Eq. (31).
Substituting Eq. (36) into Eq. (25) yields the interesting operator identity Z(a"', n~) Z (n, ', n, ) = -3 [~E (n "', n~)E(n, ', n, ) + E(a, ', a, )E(a"', ng)] (3V) valid for any combination of. raising and lowering operators. Thus the scalar product, of spin-dependent operators can always be calculated in terms of two-body orbital operators alone.
A word of clarification is necessary concerning the use of Eq. (3V) for pure spin-spin type operators such as N O~~= Q sg si .
The one-electron orbital labels g, for paired states should be taken as distinct, even though they label the same orbital. Then 0"= -Q Z(a~, a~) Z(a f, a,), (38) Fig. 3 with the upper which differ by two labels (n~, n, ) -(n'", n', ) with boxes shifted horizontally to lie directly above 
